
 
 

Family & Business 
 

Anton’s Cleaners and Kristin Hanson  

 

As a third-generation family business, Anton’s Cleaners has been in operation 101 years. They 

know a lot about family and about business. Anton’s has hired three Transitions to Work 

graduates because it is good for business. The Transitions to Work graduates have also become 

an important part of the Anton’s family.   

 

Transitions to Work graduate Kristin Hanson joined Anton’s Stoughton store in March 2014. 

Kristin works two days per week, and commutes to her job from Mansfield. Kim Black, 

Stoughton store manager and Kristin’s direct report, is thrilled to have Kristin as part of the 

team. Kim enthusiastically shares, “Kristin is way more organized than I am, and keeps me on 

track.”  

 

One of Kristin’s main responsibilities is sorting hangers collected as part of Anton’s recycling 

program. Kristin also repackages recycled hangers so that they have the correct cushions and 

attachments for various types of clothing. She also organizes employee uniforms and helped 

select dresses for Anton’s Cleaners’ Caring Partners signature “Belle of the Ball” prom dress 

drive, which celebrated its tenth anniversary this year. Kristin looks forward to sorting coats for 

Anton’s “Coats for Kids” coat drive program this fall and winter, and possibly helping out at 

the Belle of the Ball event next spring. Kim explains, “Kristin is fantastic and always asks for 

more responsibilities and projects as she completes her work. She is also curious, and asks great 

questions.” 

 

Kim appreciates the support structure from Jewish Vocational Service. When Kristin is learning 

new tasks, JVS has reached out to help train Kristin to accomplish the new skills. This helps 

Kristin grow her roles and responsibilities at work, adding to her value as a skilled employee. 

Charles Anton, CEO, is a big supporter, "It is our privilege to work with quality workforce 

development experts like JVS to help us build our trained employee base. Dedicated Anton's 

employees like Kristin Hanson are hard to come by, and we appreciate the recognition given to 

our family business by this prestigious organization." 

 

Kristin loves coming to work and greets everyone warmly each day. There are lots of different 



personalities at Anton’s Cleaners, and she likes being part of the team. She is learning a lot 

about the dry cleaning business and “didn’t realize Anton’s is so big!” 

 

Kristin praises Kim as an “awesome boss”. 

Kim has learned a lot from Anton’s about 

mentoring, and helping Kristin develop her 

skills. Coincidentally, Kim’s parents enjoyed 

working for Anton’s when they were in high 

school, and Kim has been with the company 

for over 10 years. 

 

Kim fits in well with Anton’s dedicated 

employee culture. She says, “Charles and AJ 

Anton work hard, and if you are part of 

Anton’s you are working for a family. They 

care about their employees and other 

people.” 

 

As you watch them banter back and forth 

like great colleagues, it is clear Kim and 

Kristin share the Anton philosophy of 

working hard, caring, and helping each other 

succeed. 

 

  

Facebook Family 
Transitions to Work is excited to launch its Facebook page to connect students, graduates, 

families, employer partners and other Transitions to Work supporters. We will highlight 

Transitions to Work programs, events and activities and also information about workforce 

inclusion and other inclusive programs and activities that may be of interest. We hope you will 

LIKE OUR PAGE and enjoy our community at www.facebook.com/transitionstoworkboston. 

 

 

Transitions to Work continues to connect with new employers to educate on inclusive hiring 

and build employer partnerships. Please let us know if you or someone you know might be 

interested in exploring Transitions to Work as a fit for your or their company.  To learn more 

about Transitions to Work or view inclusive hiring tools, please visit: 

http://www.cjp.org/transitions-to-work.aspx 
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